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This course will cover the best practices and cutting-edge 
tactics all marketing professionals must have, especially in 
these days of nearly constant change, updates, and in the 
midst of frequent new approaches by search engines.

By the end of this course you will be able to plan and 
execute your SEO strategy. This course includes updates on 
SEO tools, tactics, and ranking methods that have reshaped 
the SEO landscape. Novices will receive a thorough SEO 
education, while experienced practitioners get an extensive 
reference to support ongoing engagements.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 
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Capstone
project selection

In this project,
you can choose to 
market your own 
company or a 
Sandbox B2C or
B2B product 

Objective
assessment 
Session to
understand your 
requirements to 
help  achieve your 
objectives

Learning
by doing
assignment

After every
module, there is an
assignment to be
carried out for the
selected projects

Immersion
Session where
members practise
the lessons with
a group

On-going
guidance
will be provided 
throughout the 
course

Capstone
project 
presentation
at the end of the 
course
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• Demystify the role of social media, user data, and algorithms such as Google’s panda and penguin
• Discover tools to track results, measure success, and reverse engineer competitors
• Look at opportunities in mobile, local, and vertical SEO
• Build a high-performing SEO team with well-defined roles
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Basics of
search engine

What is SEO?

The long
tail search

Importance
of keywords

Ranking factors

External ranking
factors

Mobile, Local,
and Vertical SEO

Tracking results

Off-page
optimization

Social media
optimization

Preparing
status reports



Course outline

 Basics of search engine

• What is a search engine?

• Anatomy of a search engine

• What is query interface?

• About search engine results pages

• Explaining crawlers, spiders, and robots

• Databases and SEO

• Important search algorithms

• Retrieval and ranking in SEO

• Search characteristics

• Classifying search engines

• Primary search engines

• Secondary search engines

• Targeted search engines

• How search engines work

• SEO means hard work
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What is SEO?

• White hat SEO

• Black hat SEO

• Gray hat SEO

The long tail search

• What is long tail search?

• How the long tail act

• Characteristics of long tail keywords

• Broad head vs. long tail

Importance of keywords

• Why keywords are important

• Research of keywords

• Selecting keywords

• Patterns, proximity, and stemming

• Natural language vs. boolean searches
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Ranking factors
• Amount of text on a page
• Keyword density
• Location of keywords on a page
• Text format and SEO
• Creating meta tags
• Keywords in links
• Content is king
• Long-term content planning
• Keyword density and SEO
• Domain name
• Number of pages
• Page name or URL planning
• Image name planning
• About heading tags and their planning
• Alt attribute
• Link title
• Errors (401, 404, 301 and 302 etc...)
• Canonical error
• Handling page redirections
• Checking HTTP requests
• Checking validation of your HTML and CSS
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External ranking factors
• Why inbound links are important
• Link importance (citation index)
• Link text (anchor text)
• Relevance of referring pages
• Increasing link popularity
• Link building strategies



 Off-page optimization
• URL submission taking in account
• Article submission and its role in SEO
• Blog submission
• PPT submission and tips how to create
• Directory submission
• Classified submission
• Press release submission
• Forum posting and guest comment
• Image optimization
• Video optimization
• PDF submission
• Local Listing
• Question and Answers

Course outline
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Social media optimization

• Blogging

• Social search

• Social networks

• Facebook

• LinkedIn

• Twitter

• RSS Feeds

• Google+

Preparing status reports

• How to plan weekly SEO

• How to create status for client

• Analysis report

• Ranking analysis

• Analysis our competitors
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Penalties

• Penalties

• Types of Manual Penalties

• Links Google Does Not Like

• Link Cleanup Process

• Sources of Data

• Using Tools

• The Link Removal Process

• Conclusion
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Mobile, Local, and Vertical SEO

• The Mobile Landscape

• SEO for Mobile

• App SEO: Deep Linking and
 Indexing for Mobile Search

• App Deep Linking

• App Indexing

• Optimizing for Vertical Search

• Universal Search = Blended Search

• The Opportunity Unleashed

• Optimizing for Local Search

• Local Listing Submissions

• Google My Business

• Google Knowledge Graph Carousel

• Business Website Optimization for

• Local Search

• Optimizing for Image Search

• Image Optimization Tips
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Tracking results
• Why measuring success is
 Essential to the SEO process
• The tracking cycle: Produce,
 Launch, Measure, Refine establishing a
 proper baseline using analytics as a
 business case for SEO
• Measuring search traffic
• Basic overview
• Selecting the right analytics
 package extracting valuable SEO
 data in web analytics
• Number of pages getting
 search traffic segmenting search traffic
• Referring sites
• Using custom analytics
 Dashboards taking a deeper look at action tracking
• Separating the analytics wheat from the chaff
• Image optimization tips
• Tying SEO to Conversion and ROI
• Increasing conversion



Trainer

Firoz Aziz Khan is a senior digital marketing expert with 
over 8 years of client and consulting experience in 
consumer products, hospitality, health, fitness and retail-
ing. He is a practitioner and lecturer on digital marketing 
(SEO, PPC, Social Media, Video, Conversational) etc. He 
began his entreprenenurial journey four years ago and is 
currently running a digital marketing consultancy firm 
servicing some prominent international clients. 

Major accomplishments include the launch of one of the 
unique eCommerce retail concepts, the turnaround of a 
flagship consumer product, the positioning of a well 
known brand, the launch of numerous new products and 
concepts, and the development of a long list of programs 
which drove profitable increases in customer traffic.

About our trainer

Brands
• Awok.com - Dubai
• Hobbs holdings - Singapore

Credentials
• M.B.A James Cook University, Singapore
• Google Adwords Certification
• Facebook Blueprint Certification
• “Learning how to learn” by UC San Diego (Coursea)
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Gabriella, 24, MBA student
“Excellent training throughout the course. I had 
some knowledge of the field when I joined but now 
I have an in-depth knowledge of every aspect. The 
instructors are skilled in the field and answer all 
queries with clarity.”

Christian, 21, Student
“I had an interest in this field and thanks to this 
course. I am a certified digital marketing expert 
now. I have my own blog and now I have the skills 
to reach out to a wider audience.” 

Faizal, 44, Senior marketing professional
“Digital marketing is so important these days for 
marketing professionals like me. I joined this digital 
marketing course and I am very happy with their 
course content and teaching methods.  I would 
recommend this digital marketing course for all 
professionals.”
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